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 Product Selection Strategy

 Abstract

 ■ In many Chinese-foreign equity joint ventures the transfer of technology is an
 important issue. One of the crucial steps in the technology transfer process is
 the product selection. This process is determined by a number of factors
 which are specific to the Chinese business environment.

 ■ This paper analyses some specific factors impacting on product selection
 based on information derived from questionnaires, interviews with managers
 and case studies. The key factors of the process of product selection are
 identified.

 Key words

 ■ Selecting suitable product(s) is an essential step for foreign investors in setting
 up equity joint ventures in P.R. China. As the situation in China concerned,
 a suitable product selection strategy has to take into account not only normal
 market factors but also those factors specific to the Chinese market.
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 General identification of the problems concerning
 the product selection

 The main factors of influence on the product selection process were identified
 as: market demand, government policy with respect to the sector of industry,
 availability of local suppliers, the Chinese partner's technology level, and the
 production volume of the prospective product. Both the Chinese and foreign
 partner rated the first four factors as of major importance.
 Striking differences between the JVs were:

 Some JVs relied on the Chinese managers to determine the product selection
 for the market. In other JVs the foreign partner alone determined which prod-
 uces) should be produced. Some JVs selected the product(s) based on pure
 financial/market oriented factors in China, whereas in some JVs, the selection
 of the product was based on global strategic considerations.

 Generally speaking, the Chinese partners showed a preference for the selec-
 tion of a modern product. The foreign partners preferred to select a product
 based on its product range or global competition strategy and the situation
 perceived in China. Of the foreign managers 100% held the opinion that com-
 petition was one of major factors in product selection, only 70% of the Chinese
 managers held this opinion.

 In some cases product selection was based on the consideration that the
 selected product should be compatible with the existing level of production
 capacity, and the objective was a gradual quality improvement. Then the crucial
 factor for the decision was whether the new product technology could improve
 the existing Chinese products. In the cases where the JVs agreed to keep their
 existing Chinese products, together with new products, e.g. Beijing Jeep, Xerox
 of Shanghai, and Tain Jing Yamaha and Shanghai Belling, the importance of
 improving current Chinese products was emphasized in the objectives of the JV.

 The selection of suitable products: A conceptual model

 Although China generally can be considered as an industrially less developed
 country, it has several distinct features: China has a mixed economic system
 consisting of a market economy and a centrally planned economy. There is an
 unbalanced industrial structure, most of the Chinese enterprises are protected
 from market forces by the state. With the development of the Chinese economy,
 foreign investment projects, private firms and military industrial manufactures
 are entering the civilian markets in China.
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 Managing Sino- Western Joint Ventures

 The situation of JVs in China has basically the same elements in the planning
 process. However, environmental factors, key internal factors and, the goals
 and preferences of the JV are of equal importance and, they have to be consid-
 ered as equal forces in this specific context.

 Analysis of the specific Chinese environmental situation has lead to the con-
 clusion that the process of selecting suitable product(s) is frequently executed in
 two phases: 1) the identification of possibilites; 2) the final selection by adding
 operational criteria (see Figure 1).

 The identification of possibilities refers to the product selection in accordance
 with:

 - Environmental factors (market, government policy and local supply). The
 environmental factors determine what type of products are feasible.

 - Goals and preferences of partners for creating the JV.
 - Internal factors of the Chinese partner (existing production process, techno-

 logical capability and market position).

 Figure 1. Product selection Process
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 The operational criteria refer to the product suitability. Making a profit
 obviously has a high priority for JVs. The other most important factors are the
 foreign exchange (forex) balance i and the possibility of localization in the
 Chinese market. Since the localization process allows the Chinese to assimilate
 foreign technologies and reduce forex demand, localization is usually stressed in
 the Chinese government's rules. The perceived localization process is one of the
 most important criteria for getting approval for setting-up a JV from the Chi-
 nese government.

 The 'right' product must meet both the possibilities and operational criteria.
 In practice no product is directly identified, selected and accepted, but adjust-
 ments are made to overcome problems with forex, poor local supply and lack
 of technological capability.

 Phase I: Identification of the possibilities

 Analysis of environmental factors

 The critical factors in the business environment are identified by Chinese and
 foreign managers as:

 The Chinese market

 The market is a leading factor in determining the product selection. In the early
 1980s, many Western firms participated in the Chinese market exclusively by
 selling their products. These opportunities have been reduced because China has
 erected various stiff tariffs to protect the domenstic industry. Many Western
 firms have shifted from trading to production in China (Body-Merritt/Kaplan
 1991). The present and especially the anticipated Chinese market is a lure which
 has attracted many Western firms to invest.

 However it has turned out that the market can be different from the expected

 situation. Some Western-Sino JVs products are too advanced for the Chinese
 customers. An example is powder coatings for architecture buildings, which
 were introduced by Red-Lion-DSM Powder coatings Co., Ltd. These have not
 yet been widely adopted in the Chinese construction industry. The advantages
 of the high quality of the powder coating to the construction industry have not
 yet been realised by local customers2.

 Some Chinese industrial markets are still determined by a rigid socialist
 regime. The purchasing and distribution channels of national projects are fixed
 by the bureaucratic system, in line with the quota production system during the
 last three decades. The Chinese enterprises were only in charge of production.
 Although the Chinese government is gradually transferring from a centrally
 planned economy to a market economy, the remnants of a planned market still
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 has a strong influence on the market. The Shanghai-Foxboro Corporation
 produced the technology for manufacturing the industrial computer controlling
 equipment which was used in large industrial projects. Although the products
 made by this JV were of a world standard quality, and had a competitive price,
 this type of product continued to be imported in 1986 and 1987. The JV could
 not sell its products on the local market while the Chinese government spent a
 large amount of hard currency on the imports (Bao 1987). But, it is also im-
 portant to realise that the local markets are fragmented in different provinces
 and regions. Westerners often hold a common point of view that the bureaucrat-
 ic central government controls, or at least greatly influences, the whole Chinese
 market. In reality each ministry, and local government bureaucracy, have their
 own individual policies. The government rules influence nearly everything; yet
 within the Chinese bureaucracy the different government agencies compete
 viciously with one another' (Mann 1989). In the framework of economic reform
 the central government is in the process of decentralizing power to local author-
 ities. When this is realised, the market will be outside the control of the central

 government. This is described by Chinese as "when it was centralized, it was
 rigid; when it is decentralized, it is out of control".

 A typical example of this situation was experienced by the Shanghai-Bell
 Corporation (Belgium). It introduced in 1985 BTM digital telecommunication
 equipment, which was greatly needed in China. In the same year, Japanese firms
 'dumped' their telecommunication products on China. The Bell Corporation
 was willing to transfer technology in order to get permission to sell its products
 in the Chinese market, but the Chinese Communication Ministry was not able
 to control the total market. Each province took an individual strategy. The
 Japanese products were purchased and Shanghai-Bell Corporation was left with
 large quantities of unsold products (Bao 1987).

 The observation that China's market is potentially huge and largely un-
 tapped is correct. But because of its specific features, it needs a special approach.
 It is certainly not easily accessible.

 The local supply situation

 Mead (1984) identifies various relationships which are possible in developing
 countries for contracts and subcontracts. Each of them has its own limitations.
 Most common is the "cost reducing" type of subcontract, often characterised

 by a large difference in market strength. This model however supposes many
 suppliers. In the subcontracting situation where one firm has to supply the
 specific needs of one other firm, most difficulties tend to arise according to
 Mead's study. We notice that the present Chinese situation of JVs has a close
 resemblance to this category, see also the analysis by Lall (1980).

 To reduce unit cost and to save hard currency it is important for a JV to
 maximize the local content in its products. This is difficult in China because of
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 the lack of qualified local suppliers. The factors which contribute to this situa-
 tion are:

 - High 'switch ' costs
 The cost of components and parts made in China are often higher than expect-
 ed. Since most of JV's demand is for components and materials which are new
 for the local suppliers and, also in general, involve small quantities, the local
 suppliers are not very willing to shift from current customers to the new cus-
 tomer unless there are specific benefits (e.g. access to new technology) or they
 are motivated by the government in one way or another.
 - Unbalanced price system
 An important factor in the supply situation is that the local price system is not
 consistent with the international one. Local sources are expected to be cheaper
 than the international market because of the relatively low labour costs; but this
 is not the case in the electronics and automobile industry. Many components in
 these industries are more expensive than on the world market. One resistor
 which Shanghai-Foxboro purchased from the USA costs US $ 0.07, while the
 same resistor produced in China costs more than US $ 0.20.
 - Poor infrastructure
 The situation of the infrastructure is characterised by a shortage of communica-
 tion facilities, insufficient energy supply and transportation. Beijing Red-Lion
 DSM Corporation could not obtain a suitable supplier for powder coating
 material near Beijing. It had to cooperate with a supplier in WuXi, which is
 located in the south-east of China, about 18 hours by train from Beijing. It is
 difficult and costly to obtain the materials from this supplier because of prob-
 lems with communication and transportation.

 Power is one of the most critical factors to JVs. In most cases, guaranteed
 electric powder has to be obtained after long negotiations with local govern-
 ment. In the Special Economic Zones and the Economic Development Districts,
 the basic supply of electricity and water supply in general is guaranteed by the
 local government.

 The Government's policies

 It was noticed that the domestic market and government policies are extraordi-
 narily tied together in China. Every activity concerning foreign investment
 projects needs a licence. By having the absolute power to grant or refuse these
 licences, the agreement of the Chinese government is vital with respect to
 product selection.

 According to the 'Regulations for the Implementation for the Law of the
 People's Republic of China on Chinese-Foreign Joint Ventures', products of JVs
 can be sold within Chinese territory, if: they are urgently needed in China or,
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 foreign investors provide advanced technology to manufacture highly sophisti-
 cated products, and they are high quality and competitive products.

 The fulfilment of these criteria allows the JVs not only to operate under the
 government umbrella, but also to obtain fast approval of licences, low tax rates,
 guaranteed supply, arrangements for marketing and forex.

 However the Chinese government's industry policy changes with regard to
 specific developments. For example, favourable treatment was introduced in the
 consumer electronics industry. As a result many foreign firms invested in colour
 TV, and TV component, industries such as General Electric in Shanghai, Hi-
 tachi in Shenzhen, Matsushita in Beijing, Philips in Nanjing, Novel in Shanghai,
 Toshiba in Shanghai and Xian (Philips internal report 1991). The total colour
 TV production in China rose from a few thousand sets in 1981 to over ten
 million sets in 1990, fourth in the world after Japan, U.S.A. and South Korea
 (People's Daily Oct. 11th 1990). Because of the fast development the govern-
 ment preferential policy for the industry was withdrawn. Now, a JV to assemble
 colour TVs will not be approved by the Chinese Government, except where very
 advanced technology will be introduced. Since regulations, licences and favour-
 able treatment depend on the perceived need, the anticipation of these is strict
 requirement. The Five Year Plan indicates the high priority industries. Currently
 the Chinese government principally focuses on the JVs which introduced ad-
 vanced foreign technology, have a large export contribution and/or have import
 substitution benefits.

 The centrally planned system also has positive aspects. As part of the nego-
 tiated issues the Chinese government often assigns buyers to the new JV. This
 can prevent initial losses when the JVs market is not sufficient to make a profit.

 Goals & Preferences of Partners

 Profit priority

 Although profit is a main concern for all parties involved, their time horizon is
 different. As many Western partners aim to gain access to the market, they will
 in general settle for profit in the longterm. The Chinese companies have a
 preference for profit in the short term to repay their loans and investment.

 This difference in time horizon may influence the selection the most prof-
 itable product. For instance, DSM Resins. B.V. established a JV in Beijing in
 1990 for powder coatings, The market share of the powder coatings in China
 are: for domestic appliances about 80%, for electrical functional appliances
 around 10%, for corrosion protection nearly 10%, and for the construction
 industry 1%. With the present local supply, the government industrial policy,
 and the partner's production ability, all the types of application are feasible.
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 With respect to market demand, powder coatings for domestic appliances is a
 relatively large market, the other markets are small. Powder coatings are needed
 for several booming industries such as automobiles, consumer electronics, and
 bicycles. The actual demand in the construction market is small but it may
 increase in the near future. DSM proposed to produce all four types of products.
 By contrast, the Chinese partner thought the powder coating for the construc-
 tion industry was not interesting because the profit horizon is too long. This
 resulted in the selection of the first three types of powder coatings.

 Competition strategies

 The selection of product depends also on the competition. Companies such as
 Philips want to compete with the Japanese companies which are exporting their
 products to China, mainly to avoid a monopoly by Japan in the Chinese market.
 This goal also suits the Chinese government because it increases its options, and
 provides bargaining power for avoiding concessions over foreign currencies.
 Philips has therefore obtained a favourable treatment.

 A common strategy is to use new technology as a competitive tool. The
 Schindler corporation was originally unwilling to transfer 16 bit elevator to its
 JV, the Shanghai-Schindler Co. After facing heavy competition from Japanese
 firms and local rivals, the Schindler Corporation has decided to actively transfer
 16 bit elevator to the JV. It has even promised to transfer 32 bit technology in
 the near future.

 Individual concerns

 From a strategic point of view Western firms in general have three main goals
 with respect to the product selection: being competitive, consistent with its
 global strategy and making a profit. For the Chinese partner, the product
 should be advanced so that it can develop leadership in the local market.
 Western counterparts often hesitate to introduce the most advanced technology
 to their Chinese partner. The Chinese often overestimate their ability in assim-
 ilating product technology and improving local supply3. Also there is doubt
 about the security of the technology property rights. Also, many foreign firms,
 particularly the Japanese, worry that China with advanced foreign technology
 will become a serious competitor in the international market.

 A final point of consideration is that many Chinese executives bring their
 private considerations to the JV operation. Few Chinese officials who deal with
 Western companies will stay as top managers for a long period. Many of them
 stay in their position for only 3 or 4 years. They often take a short-term strategy,
 and are willing to risk future losses in exchange for short-term success.
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 Key internal factors of the Chinese partner

 The existing production technology

 Even where the transfer of technology is envisaged, the technological capability
 of the Chinese counterpart considerably restricts the scope for new products. In
 most cases the available equipment is not suitable for the new product. The
 traditional processes have a low degree of automation, and the layout of plants
 and workshops are not in line Western production methods (Hendryx 1986). A
 complete renovation of the factory has to be realized.

 Another problem is a general shortage of trained and educated employees.
 In China, over 70% of higher-educated people (bachelor and master degrees)
 are employed in academic fields (Zhou 1990). It is difficult for them to move to
 JVs because of the rigid employment system. On the other hand, JVs have to
 employ more workers than they need due to the Chinese government's full-em-
 ployment policy. Also, R & D departments in China are not oriented toward
 acutal production needs. They often focus on theoretical explorations, while the
 production department, alone, tries to reach production targets.

 Current market position

 The most common situation is that the Chinese partner provides the local
 market distribution. However, there are few enterprises in China which operate
 on a national scale. The market share of many state owned enterprises is less
 than 10%. The current market share and marketing experience have a great
 impact on the success of the new product, because existing market experience
 and the distribution network enables new products to penetrate the local market

 quickly. A low market share and little market experience may lead to difficulties.
 Philips created a JV (Shen Fei Laser Optical Systems Co. Ltd.) with Shen Zhen
 Advanced Science & Technology Development Co. in 1987. Production of laser
 and compact discs began in early 1991 . The Chinese partner had never previous-
 ly manufactured CDs and it had not had any commercial and marketing expe-
 rience. As a result, its market share in 1991 was only 10% of the 3 million units
 sold in China3, resulting in a considerable loss.

 Phase II: Final selection by concerning operational criteria

 Key operational factors

 Possibility for forex balance

 The new product should contribute to forex earnings, that the foreign exchange
 balance problem can be solved by export and localization. Another option is,
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 with favourable government treatment, to obtain foreign exchange via the swap
 market4. This approach must be considered as a short term strategy since the
 government policy could be changed as the market situation changes (Jia/
 Bilderbeek 1992). For instance, since Deng Xiao Ping made an announcement
 for speeding reform step in March 1992, imports were stimulated and the price
 of the dollar in the swap market was increased from 1:5.8 to 1:7 in June 1992;
 30% higher than official rate (US$1:5.4RMB). In order to keep forex balance,
 the Chinese government ruled that all Sino-Foreign JVs must include at least
 40% -60% of local content (the rate varies in different industries) in their total
 production.

 Possibilities for localization

 Localization is an effective way to save forex. Although localization is difficult
 and costly (Jia/Bilderbeek 1992), it has a great influence on the long term
 profitability of a JV. Poor analysis of the possibility of localization often leads
 to financial difficulties and hampers production development.

 Many JVs are too optimistic about the product's localization. It took five
 years for Shanghai Volkswagen to reach 30% of local content. Beijing Jeep's
 localization plan (a yearly increase reaching 100% by 1990) was also far too
 optimistic (see Figure 2).

 Figure 2. The localization progress of Beijing Jeep Corp.
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 In some cases the local content rule could be met by choosing a similar
 product (but different quality) or by adding new parts to the Chinese partner's
 existing product. One TV factory in China is negotiating with a foreign firm to
 set up a JV. This Chinese partner's current product consists of 20% imported
 components and 80% local ones. For reaching the official local content ratio,
 the foreign partner has selected a similar kind of colour TV consisting of 30%
 local content and 70% imported content. By combining the existing product
 (80% local content) with the new products (30% local content), the overall
 production of the JV has of more than 40% local content. Another example is
 by a Japanese company which set up a JV by adding a CD products to the
 existing stereo products made by the Chinese partner. The JV was then regarded
 by the government as achieving 60% local content3.

 Adjustment process

 The negative factors which hamper production are:

 - Local suppliers cannot meet a JV's requirements.
 - The forex is not in balance due to small export and slow localization.
 - The Chinese partner is slower to assimilate new techndogy than expected.

 Sometimes adjustments can be made in order to overcome these factors.
 Illustration of this will be shown in the case studies.

 The main factors for product selection are summarised in Table 1.

 Table 1. Main criteria of product selection

 Possibility criteria for identification Operational criteria

 environmental goals/preferences key internal factors key operational
 factors of the partners of Chinese partner factors

 1. market situation 1. profit priority 1. existing prod. 1. possibility for
 - expected trend technology forex balance
 - price 2. competition - current prod.
 -competition strategy -tech. level 2. possibility for

 2. local supply - manpower localization
 -ability 3. individual
 - willingness concern 2. market position

 3. government policies/
 priority industries
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 Applications

 Case 1: Hua Fei Colour Display Systems

 Philips is one of the most archetypal Western firms aiming at China's domestic
 potential. It concentrates on the consumer electronics market, which accounts
 for some 70% of all electronic business in China (Body-Merritt/Kaplan). In the
 period in which Philips has been closing factories in the rest of the world, it has
 opened ten JVs in China. Philips started in 1985 with its first JV-Philips Beijing
 Radio/Video Corp. In all ten cases, long negotiations were needed before the
 production of chips, radio's optical fibres for telecommunication, TL tubes,
 razors, auto-radio, picture tubes, audioradio's, compact discs and players. In
 1992 approximately 3,000 employees are working in the JVs in China. Philips is
 the biggest European investor and the largest foreign investor in the electronics
 industry in China.

 A global strategy forms the basis for the introduction of all these products
 in China. Although each JV shows specifc characteristics and has a different
 background, the common elements which have influenced the selection of these
 products can be illustrated by the case of the Philips JV, Hua Fei Colour Display
 Systems Co. Ltd. in Nanjing. It manufactures television colour picture tubes.
 Participants are Philips Electronics South-East Asia Holding B.V. of the Nether-
 lands, Novel Technical development Co. of Hong Kong, and Huadong Electron
 Tube Factory of Nanjing. The JV contract was signed in November 1987 and
 production started in November 1990.

 Phase I: Identification of the possibilities

 Environmental factors

 Market situation

 According to the Chinese government's 20-year plan for the electronics indus-
 try, announced in 1980, the output would be increased from about US$ 5 mil-
 lion to US$40 billion by 2,000, assuming a yearly growth rate of nearly 11%.
 In reality the growth was approximately 22% per year during the Sixth Five-
 Year Plan (1981-1985). The following market information analysis was made
 by the participants of the JV, based on various information sources in 1987.

 The production of colour television sets and colour TV tubes was increased
 as indicated in Figure 3. The Colour TV production in China was expected to
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 Figure 3. The survey of colour tubes demand

 China's colour TV and picture tube production forecast
 (1987)

 |H colour TVs |§ colour picture tubes
 Million

 12-i

 10- Vf/A .. . . .

 1985 1986 1987 1988 1990 1991

 * Forecasted

 increase from 4,100,000 in 1986 to over 10,000,000 by the beginning of the
 1990s. The colour TV set production was generally anticipated to be limited by
 the shortage picture tubes until the end of 1980s and the beginning of 1990s.
 Until that moment, price, product and distribution were fixed by government.
 It seemed to be pure manufacturing without any marketing function.

 In 1987 the existing colour tube factories were those of Hitachi in Xianyang
 (14" and 22") and Lotus (14") in Shanghai. The potential competitors would be
 probably Matsushita in Beijing and Toshiba in Xian and Shanghai.

 Local supply situation

 The local supply of electronic and other components was almost completely
 lacking. Although some local factories were eager to improve their products, the
 capabilities were still far from the standard required by the JV. All the key
 components such as: glass parts, metal parts, phosphors and mask, had to be
 imported. Only packing material could be localized in a reasonably short time.
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 Government's policies

 In an attempt to modernize the Chinese economy, the Chinese government
 made the consumer electronics industry, in particular the "four big things" 5,
 one of the top priorities for the years 1986-1995. Beijing requested Japanese
 industry to invest more in factories and bring in modern technologies over a
 period of several years. Japan considered that China could become a large
 competitor, especially with the application of Japanese know how. Japan there-
 fore took the course of exporting, not transferring technology. When the elec-
 tronics industry in Japan did not respond to the requests, the Chinese govern-
 ment turned to Philips.

 Goals and preferences of the partners

 In contrast to the Japanese approach, Philips considers the creation of an
 industrial base in China to be of strategic importance (Vriens 1991). Setting up
 the colour tube JV is an important step in being able to grow in line with the
 potential market for specific components. Other considerations are:

 - China could emerge as a strong worldwide economy in the next century.
 - Philips wants to avoid a total dominance of the Japanese electronic indus-

 try.

 - There was a perceived need for a local component base to meet the future
 developments of TV production.
 The Chinese counterpart was facing difficulties due to more aggressive local

 competition. It was anxiously seeking for a foreign partner to create a JV in
 order to enhance its competitive position. Obtaining modern technology from
 Philips was the key motive for this Chinese partner.

 Key internal factors of the Chinese partner

 Huadong Electron Tube Factory was one of the key enterprises in making
 vacuum electronic devices in China. Its technological level was high by Chinese
 standards. It did not have, however, any experience in manufacturing the flat,
 square colour tube (FSCT).

 Although the Chinese partner was one of main picture tube producers in
 China, its market share was only about 4%. However, it was experienced in the
 local market.

 After setting up the JV, its customers would be several TV makers in Shang-
 hai, Wuxi, Yangzhou, Shu Zhou and Cheng Du.
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 After studying the market demand, the competition and expected future
 developments, the participants agreed to manufacture modern tubes. There
 were several possible options with respect to size of the screen 14", 17", 21", 25"
 and 28". The room of the average Chinese family is relatively small, and there-
 fore the size of the colour TV should not be too large. Many existing colour TV
 makers in China produce small and medium size TVs (14"- 21"). Based on this
 assessment, an initial selection was made for FSCTs with 17" and 21" screens.

 Phase II: Key operational criteria

 Possibility for forex balance

 The establishment of the JV required an investment of US $ 57 million for the
 importation of equipment. This created, at the beginning, a need for a large
 amount of forex, which had to be primarily financed by loans. Interest on these
 loans had to be paid in forex and later they had to be reimbursed in their original
 currencies. The importation of key components was necessary to start produc-
 tion and required a regular and significant inflow of forex. Because the colour
 TV tube is regarded as a high priority industrial product on the government's
 list, the JV expected to obtain forex via the "swap market" 5.

 Possibility for localization

 According to the feasibility study made by the JV, the possibility for localization
 existed for many components. The local content was planned to be increased to
 75% after 3 years of regular production. The localization schedule was such that
 the local content would be 6% in 1990, 55% in 1991 and 75% in 1992.

 Adjustment process:

 The local supply, the Chinese partner's technological level, and the forex are
 negative factors. To overcome these aspects the JV decided to employ the
 following activities:

 - For technical and management training, Philips agreed to send expatriates.
 - It was decided that the production had to begin with CKD assembly of the

 tubes since local production could only be slowly developed.
 - Although the JV has to depend on the swap market for most of its forex

 needs, other forex could come from Chinese customers who export other
 goods and could pay forex for part of their purchases. It was also decided to
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 earn forex from exports, planning 250,000 tubes per year. With the develop-
 ment of localization and with exports, the forex balance was expected to be
 positive.

 Summary of the results

 Originally the colour TV picture (17" and 21") could be regarded as suitable
 products. The choice was suited to the Chinese market, government policy and
 the goals of the partners. The expected results of each of the criteria are pre-
 sented in Figure 3. In reality the forex balance was not as good as expected due
 to no income being realized from export; the localization process was far slower
 than the original plan because the Philips' technology standard and norm could
 not be met by local suppliers. Additionally, the Chinese market demand
 changed from small size tube TV (14-18") to large size tube TV (21 -29"). The
 potential of 17" tube is poor.

 Case 2: Shanghai Volkswagen

 Since 1978 the Shanghai tractor factory (STF) had been looking for a partner
 to create a car JV. It had been negotiating with six automobile firms from
 different countries (Japan, U.S.A., Germany and France). After 36 rounds of
 negotiations, the Chinese partner and Volkswagen signed a contract in Beijing.
 The negotiation process for creating this JV took 6 years.

 Phase I: Identification off the possibilities

 Environmental factors

 Market situation

 With the rapid growth of the economy the gap between supply and demand for
 cars was growing. There was no modern car manufacturer in China at the
 beginning of 1980s. The total production of passenger cars was only 3,000, 4,000
 and 6,000 in 1981, 1982 and 1983 respectively. The forecast of demand for new
 passenger cars (including jeeps) was 130,000-160,000 in 1990 and 400,000-
 500,000 in 1995 (Min/Sun 1989). There was no serious competition in China.
 Both "Shanghai" and "Red Flag" cars were completely outdated because of
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 their old technology base. The price of an imported car in China was over twice
 the price of the same car on the international market due to a high import duty
 (over 200%).

 Local supply situation

 The industrial infrastructure in the automobile industry was poor. Even some
 simple materials, such as sandpaper for polishing car and major items, such as
 batteries, had to be imported before 1985 (Mann 1989). Since Shanghai ist the
 most developed industrial area in China, it was expected that car components
 could be locally made here in the near future. The cooperation with other
 automobile companies such as First Auto Works (In Jilin Province) and Second
 Auto Works (in Hu Bei Province) could be developed by the China Auto
 Industry Company (in Beijing) and also with military manufacturers in
 Harbing. Local supply was therefore expected to improve, but it would take
 time.

 Government's policies

 China was keen to develop the automobile industry. It was emphasized highly
 by the government in the Sixth and Seventh Five- Years Plan (1981-1990).
 Building up its own modern car manufacturing sector in order to substitute for
 imported cars was a major strategy.

 Preferences and goals of the partners

 Volkswagen also has an aim as part of its global competition strategy, to build
 up a business base in the Far East to limit the dominance of Japanese firms. The
 Chinese partner preferred to launch a relatively modern and large car in order
 to substitute for imported cars. Volkswagen preferred to introduce the Santana
 rather than the Golf or Jetta. The motive behind this preference is that Volkswa-
 gen was anxiously looking for a opportunity to promote the "Santana" in order
 to compensate for the huge development costs of this model6. Although the
 Santana was not successful in the European market, it was regarded as potential
 competitive product to Toyota and Nissan in China. It was calculated that it
 could be profitable as long as the domestic market was protected by the Chinese
 government with high import duties.
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 Key internal factors of the Chinese partner

 The Shanghai tractor factory had no experience in making a passenger car, but
 it was eager to learn. Since the China Automobile Industry Company and the
 Bank of China were also involved in the JV, the likelihood of success of the new
 investment was promising. The technology capability of the STF could be
 upgraded quickly. The manpower quality of the Chinese partner was not up to
 standard; only 5% of the employees were technical. Volkswagen had to train the
 workforce.

 The Chinese partner had no market share in the automobile sector because
 it used to make tractors. However the marketing of the Santana was considered
 relatively simple because of the involvement of the China Automobile Bureau
 which completely controls the automobile market in China.

 Phase II: Key operational criteria

 Possibility for forex balance

 The production of the Santana car required approximately DM 250 million for
 financing the production facilities and the importation of Santana kits. In
 addition the factory renovation also required a considerable amount in forex.
 Export was insisted upon by the Chinese, but was not predicted to keep forex
 in balance because of the limited possibilities for this type of car.

 Possibility for localization

 Localization was planned to start immediately in order to reduce the forex
 expense of importing the Santana kits from Germany. It was planned to reach
 a local content of 20% in 1988, 32% in 1989 and 84% in 1990.

 Adjustment process

 The negative factors were poor local supply, the Chinese partner's existing
 technical capability and forex. The Santana could only be a suitable product if
 the following arrangements could be made for overcoming the negative factors:

 - Start production with imported components, preferably in the form of CKD,
 to overcome the poor local supply.

 - Because the Chinese partner insisted that forex must be in balance, there was
 a considerable pressure to export the car. But exporting the Santana was
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 considered almost impossible because of the quality of the product and the
 global competition. Both partners decided to assemble the Santana (30,000/
 year) and simultaneously manufacture the engine (100,000/year). Volkswagen
 agreed to purchase 80,000 engines per year from the JV rather than exporting
 the complete Santana car. In addition, Volkswagen would help the JV to
 export crucial tools and mouldings, worth US $ 10 millions each year, in order
 to generate more forex (Internal report of Shanghai Volkswagen 1988).

 - For saving forex and assimilating the car technology, both partners agreed to
 cooperate in increasing the local content in the final product.

 Summary of the results

 The Santana turned out to be a very successful product in China. Although the
 progress of localization was sluggish in 1988 and 1989, it did quite well in both
 1990 and 1991. Local content was 70% after the engine and gear-box were
 localised in 1991. Shanghai Volkswagen made a profit largely because it was
 able to provide a substitute for imports from Japan, assisted by the high import
 tariff set by the Chinese government (People's Daily Aug. 1st 1990). The export
 of engines was not up to expectations, but it could become on target since 41,300
 engines are planned to be exported to Germany in 1992 and 1993. Moreover it
 also started to deliver engine to other Volkswagen licence production (Audi 100)
 in Chang Chueng.

 Case 3: Beijing Jeep

 The American Motor Corporation (AMC) and the Beijing Auto Works(BAW)
 started negotiating in May 1979. In 1984 Beijing Jeep Corporation (BJC) was
 set up. When AMC merged with Chrysler in 1987, Chrylser became a partici-
 pant in BJC.

 There were three stages in selection the product: the BJ213, the YJ jeep and
 the XJ jeep. The BJ213 is a second generation BJ212 which BAW had been
 making since 1964; the YJ jeep was based on the AMC YJ series model and the
 BJ212 model; the XJ jeep was AMC's Cherokee Jeep. In December 1983 they
 decided to launch the BJ213 jeep. They planned to co-design a new Chinese jeep
 the BJ213 based on the CJ jeep model. This model would consist of the CJ's
 chassis and the BJ212's body. It was rejected because its technology still dated
 from the 1950- 1960s, and it would take at least four years from design to
 production. This meant that BJC would not make profit in four years and it
 would cost around US $ 1 billion, which none of the partners could afford
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 (Mann 1989). In June 1984, the AMC's YJ jeep was chosen as the basis of a
 co-design to improve the BJ212. The production was planned to start in 1987,
 output would be 30,000 and 40,000 in 1988 and 1990 respectively. This kit was
 also finally rejected because of the difficulty in the co-design by the Chinese
 partner and the delay in making profit. The proposal would not satisfy the
 objective of BAW to obtain competitive technology (Zhen 1988). Finally, the XJ
 jeep (Cherokee) was selected by the two partners, as one of the most modern
 jeeps in the world in the early 1980s.

 Phase I: Identification off the possibilities

 Environmental factors

 Market situation

 China is predominantly a mountainous country. The road conditions in China
 are very poor. There were no motorways at the beginning of the 1980s. The
 situation was not expected to improved within a short period of time. The local
 jeep production could not meet the demand of local customers both in quality
 and quantity. There was no direct local competitor. However the potential and
 indirect competitors were thought to probably come from the car industry, such
 as Shanghai Volkswagen and other competitors (e.g. Peugeot in Guang Zhou
 and Daihatsu in Tianjing). The customers in China are mainly public organiza-
 tions and the military. In 1980 approximately 133,000 jeeps were used in China,
 which was twice the number of passenger cars. The Jeep market was thought to
 boom. By some estimations (Min/Sun 1988), the yearly demand of the new jeeps
 will be about 100,000 in 1995 and 150,000 in 2000.

 Local supply situation

 Since the Chinese government had only put its efforts into truck production in
 the last three decades rather than into the passenger car and its related indus-
 tries, the local supply for the jeep components was poor. It was only able to meet
 the needs of the BJ212 jeep. Some of the basic parts needed by any of the AMC
 jeep types were not available in China. There were no high quality jeep tires in
 China; also the gas-spring used to open the back door of the jeep was not
 available in 1983.

 Government's policies

 The Automobile industry was considered by the government as important in the
 development of the Chinese economy in the 1980s. The policy adopted by the
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 government was to import technology to modernize the China automobile
 industry. The government offered preferential treatments, such as a tax holiday,
 low tax and low import duty on CKD components to the JV on the condition
 that advanced technology would be introduced. It was also planning to invest
 about US dollar 450 million to develop the automobile industry by importing
 foreign equipment and technology (de Bruijn/Jia 1992).

 Goals and preferences of the partners

 AMC regarded China as a vast untapped market and a potentially crucial outlet
 for sales. At the beginning of the 1980s both Japanese and Western manufactur-
 ers were eager to develop their sales in China. AMC was also interested in
 utilizing the low labour costs in China. AMC hoped to establish a base in China
 to export automobiles to the rest of East Asia (Mann 1989).

 BAW was anxiously looking for a chance to develop its old BJ212 Jeep. The
 Chinese partner fully understood that the JV was an effective vehicle to obtain
 the foreign product technology, manufacturing know how and management
 expertise.

 Key internal factors of the Chinese partner

 BAW had been making the BJ212 jeep for over twenty years. Since the XJ jeep
 production needed more technical staff, BAW needed to select 4,000 skillful
 workers and technical staff from 1 1,000 employees to participate in the JV. With
 regard to the market position, BAW had a monopoly in the domestic market
 since 1964. Its main customers were civilian work units (90%) and military
 forces (10%). Its distribution network was spread over the country.

 Phase II: Key operational criteria

 Possibility for forex balance

 The forex exposure was extremely high because of the huge initial investment
 (US $ 6 million for the production assembly line, $ 8 million for technology
 transfer and $ 14,6 million for working capital). In addition the imported Chero-
 kee kits (at US$ 10,000/unit) from the United States required large amounts of
 forex (Zhen 1988). A short term solution was to obtain the forex from the
 government. A long term solution would be export and localization. The third
 way was to sell the XJ jeep in the domestic market for hard currency. BJC
 expected to obtain most forex from the government.
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 Possibility for locaiization

 1833 components would be localized. Of them 57% were planned to be made
 by local suppliers. It was planned to upgrade the local suppliers through new
 investment from the government. Meanwhile the AMC promised to give techni-
 cal assistance to the BJC in order to expedite the progress of localization. In
 addition, BJC was to set up a 'localization commission' with local suppliers to
 speed up the localization process.

 Adjustment process

 Because of the technological gap between the Cherokee Jeep, and the current
 technology level of both BAW and the local suppliers, production had to start
 with a CKD assembly. For reducing forex exposure and assimilating Cherokee
 Jeep technology BJC planned to increase the local content in the final product.
 Consequently, considerable progress had to be made in a short time. Further-
 more, BJC would export at least US $ 70 million worth of XJ jeeps via AMC
 during the first seven years to improve the forex position.

 Summary of the results

 From the overall assessment of the product selection the Cherokee Jeep is seen
 as suitable for the Chinese market and it satisfied both counterparts' goals and
 preferences. The product met most parts of the selection criteria. The export of
 the Cherokee jeep deviated far from its initial plan. At the end of 1990 BJC had
 only export a total of 461 Cherokee jeeps (Beijing Jeep's Report 1991). BJC
 overestimated its ability in dealing with localization as well. It also underesti-
 mated the difficulty in obtaining forex from the government. These mistakes
 lead to what was called the "Beijing jeep crisis" in 1986 6.

 Findings from the case studies

 The three cases are summarised in Table 2. "-" means that the criterion formed

 a problem in the realization of the production or failed to meet the original
 expectation; " + " means it was considered as a positive factor; " + + " means
 a very positive contributing factor to the operation of the JV. In Phase II, both
 the expected and the real situation in forex and possibility of localization are
 given.
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 Table 2. The analysis of the criteria for the three cases

 Criteria of product selection Cases

 (1) (2) (3)
 Colour tubes Santana Car Cherokee jeep

 PHASE I

 • Environment factors
 - market situation + + 4- + +

 - local supply - - -
 - government policy 4- 4- +

 • Goals/preferences of the partners
 - profit concern 4- 4- 4-
 - more competitive position 4- 4- 4-
 - preference for type of product 4- 4- 4- +

 • Key internal factors the Chinese partner
 - existing production technology level - - -
 - market position 4- - 4-

 expect, real expect, real expect, real

 PHASE II

 - forex balance + - + + + -

 - possibility of localization + - + - + -

 The common characteristics

 The following common factors are observed:

 - Market was viewed as predominant in the environmental criteria in the selec-
 tion of the product and in making the decision to start up the enterprise.

 - All the products were regarded as high priority industrial products in accor-
 dance with the Chinese government economic policy.

 - The local supply was insufficient to meet the JVs' needs. CKD assembly
 production was used in all three cases.

 - The goals of partners about profit concern and leading the competition were
 satisfied.

 - All three JVs had an optimistic view of the localization process. In practice it
 turned out to be difficult for them to achieve their targets, see Table 3.

 The main differences

 - The preferences of partners on the type of product had a strong impact on the
 final decision. Volkswagen had a strong preference to choose the Santana
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 Table 3. Expected and actual localization rate 8

 JVs/production type Year (December) local content %

 85 86 87 88 89 90 91

 Hua Fei (Philips) colour TV tube
 expected ----- 6 24
 actual 5 8

 Shanghai Volkswagen Santana
 expected 3.6 3.6 10.6 25 50 68 85
 actual 3.6 3.6 12.6 17.1 30 60.09 70

 Beijing Jeep: (XJ)
 expected 1.7 5.2 10 20 42 84 100
 actual 1.7 5.2 18.7 30 38 43 47

 Note: "-" no production.

 because it would make use of its Santana kit in China, and export other types
 of large cars to the Far East. Therefore it limited itself to one option. Both
 Philips and AMC provided more options in the negotiations.
 - In the Volkswagen case the Chinese partner used to be a tractor maker, it had
 no market share in the passenger car industry. The China Auto Industry
 Bureau and the Bank of China were involved in this JV, both of them gave
 a significant support to this JV in marketing, obtaining forex and new invest-
 ments. In the other two cases the Chinese partners had relevant experience in
 both production and marketing of the product.
 - In all three cases the forex was expected to be in balance. Both Beijing Jeep
 and Hua Fei experienced forex problems. The BJC did not foresee the diffi-
 culty in obtaining forex when the two partners made a final decision on the
 project and; as a result, BJC was almost bankrupted in 1986. For political
 reasons the Chinese government decided to keep the JV alive. Shanghai
 Volkswagen anticipated the difficulties in exporting the Santana for generat-
 ing forex since it is a relatively unsophisticated car not suited to the interna-
 tional markets. Volkswagen Wolfsburg decided to buy engines and tools from
 SVW in order to solve the forex problem. Hua Fei overestimated export for
 generating forex. In reality until the end of 1992 it fully depends on the swap
 market.
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 Conclusions

 It can be concluded that the product selection strategy should not merely
 depend on market demand, local supply, goals of owners and partner's ability,
 but that the key operational criteria also are extremely important.

 When any of the selection criteria could not be satisfied arrangements had
 to be made in order to manage with or to improve the situation. With regard
 to a new product consisting of advanced technologies the local supply and the
 existing technology capability of Chinese partner are not sufficient. Initial CKD
 assembly methods and further training are required.

 For coping with the forex problem changes in strategy are usually needed.
 Time, effort and finances for adjustment are necessary to make product selec-
 tion strategy successful.

 The importance of the government's role in the specific business environ-
 ment of China has been shown in our case studies. Not only does the govern-
 ment determine the direction of state investments, but it also influences the
 market situation by tax policy and import tariffs. The Chinese government
 provides a vital help to JVs by establishing a swap market, the only way for JVs
 to survive when the forex is not in balance. However, if the swap market is
 curtailed, due to economic reasons, those JVs who fully depend on it will have
 problems.

 Notes

 1 In general joint ventures are allowed to use hard currencies (or foreign exchange currencies) for
 import of goods and services if they can generate income in those hard currencies. They have to
 look for a total balance of the hard currency flows; this is called the forex balance.

 2 Private communication, DSM Resins, Zwolle, the Netherlands.
 3 Private communication, Philip consumer electronics N.V.
 4 The "Four big things" are washing machines, colour TV, radio-cassette recorders and retngera-

 tors.

 5 The Chinese government introduced a swapping market (also called adjusting market) based on
 a higher exchange rate than the official rate. This adjusting market is not a black market but an
 official one, controlled by the Ministry of Foreign Economy Relations and Trade and organized
 by the Bank of China. The adjustment rate provides a financial advantage for those JVs which
 have excess hard currency. The premium has varied in the past and has reached 130% in January
 1989 (8.1 Versus 3.7). The premium paid for the adjusted dollar is normally 10% (5.8 versus 5.3).
 It is the result of a government decision to limit the difference with the ultimate goal of arriving
 at a convertible RMB.

 6 The forex reserves of China decreased in 1986. Therefore, the government decided to reduce the
 forex exposure. BJC could not get permission to transfer money to AMC for 1008 Cherokee kits.
 AMC decided to stop any assistance to BJC and withdrew its staff from Beijing. Since BJC was
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 a show case and had considerable influence on all Western-Sino joint ventures the Chinese
 government supported the company to survive.

 7 Personal communication with the China Automobile Industry Bureau.
 8 From various internal company reports and interviews of BJC, SVW, Philips and Peugeot.
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